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Abstract
Terahertz (THz) metamaterial modulators offer multifaceted capabilities for various practical
applications such as THz imaging, wireless communications, sensing, et cetera. However,
compared to the modulation devices for other electromagnetic bands, the ubiquitous
proliferation of THz applications is severely impeded by the tremendous lack of complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatible technology. Here we demonstrate a CMOS
based actively tunable THz metamaterial array (C-ATTMA) with split ring resonators (SRRs).
The THz metamaterial modulators can be externally controlled with an electrically-controlled
dynamic. The C-ATTMA fabricated by the 180 nm CMOS technology featuring a resonant
frequency of 0.30 THz was connected to the source and drain of a bottom metal-oxidesemiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) through the vias. By delicately controlling the
MOSFET gate voltage, the equivalent circuit response of the C-ATTMA was actively
engineered, enabling tailoring THz resonance frequencies. Under a gate voltage of 1.8 V, we
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successfully realized a 35 GHz modulation bandwidth with 3 phase modulation. The exhibited
CMOS-compatible electrically-regulated THz metamaterials may provide enormous potentials
for implementing THz wireless communications, information encryption, THz compressed
sensing imaging, et cetera.
Keywords: THz radiation, active tuning metamaterial, CMOS compatible, frequency
modulation, phase control.

Introduction
Terahertz (THz) electromagnetic band, which ranges from 100 GHz or 300 GHz to 10 THz [13], has received widespread attention in recent decades due to the unique outstanding properties
and potential applications, such as line-of-sight telecommunications [4, 5], sensing [6-8] and
imaging [9]Error! Reference source not found.. Especially the rapid development in effective
THz sources, such as quantum cascade lasers [10, 11], uni-traveling-carrier photodiodes [12,
13] and spintronic THz emitters [14-18] has accelerated THz researches moving from
laboratory to real applications. On the other hand, functional devices such as THz modulators
play an essential role for accelerating the THz devices’ proliferations. However, conventional
THz modulations are based on optical [19], mechanical [20], and heat stimulus [21], limited by
the intrinsic properties of the material [22, 23]. Intriguingly, metamaterials based modulators
enable electromagnetic wave manipulation, featuring artificially designable structures and
abundant external controllability [24].
Currently, most metamaterials adopt static modulation methods and have demonstrated
powerful modulation effect [24-27]. However, static metamaterials face the disadvantage that
once fabricated, the modulation performance is statically decided. In order to solve this problem,
various materials and devices were applied to the metamaterial structure for active tuning of
the metamaterial devices [28-30]. The photosensitive metamaterial planar arrays were
fabricated on light-sensitive material substrates. The response of the photosensitive
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metamaterials can be controlled by external light pumping, and the free carriers in the substrate,
such as GaAs [31] and photoactive silicon [19] can be excited. Such modulation method is very
promising for all-optical controlled THz devices and applications. Electrically controlled active
metamaterials have their own indispensable potentials, and numerous electrically enabled
metamaterials have been successfully demonstrated in microwave and millimeter wave bands
[32-34]. However, in THz frequency range, straightforward copying such technologies is
limited by device sizes and fabrication resolutions. Therefore, most reported electrically active
THz metamaterials are combined with two-dimensional materials, borrowing their capabilities
as transparent electrodes and electrical regulation of conductivity. Exemplified by graphenebased metamaterial, it can achieve a 100 GHz modulation bandwidth at 1.5 THz by applying
an external voltage [35]. Another method is based on Schottky diodes. Schottky diodes were
inset metamaterial unit gaps and the charge carrier concentration in the gaps were tuned by
applying gate voltage to the two-dimensional electron gas in the Schottky diodes. With this
method, Schottky diode controlled metamaterials can achieve 45% modulation depth [36].
However, these voltage controlled metamaterials are limited either by the non-standard material
systems, or low feasibilities in large-scale fabrication.
Embedding transistors [32, 33, 37] and other conventional integrated circuit process
technologies [38] into metamaterials has been implemented in the microwave frequency band,
and is beginning to expand to the THz region. Meanwhile, advanced complementary metaloxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology has been used above 400 GHz for the oscillator [39]
and imaging applications [9]. The CMOS processes can fully meet the design requirements of
metamaterials, even the design of 3D metamaterials can be realized by using multilayer metal
processes [40]. The critical dimensions of the advanced CMOS back-end-of-line
interconnections also fulfills the metamaterial geometry requirements for the THz applications.
The front-end-of-line transistors and the back-end-of-line interconnections of the CMOS
technology offer a path to control both the individual and array of metamaterials. To design and
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fabricate active metamaterials with controlling transistors monolithically with single CMOS
technology is a potential solution for a large-scale THz modulator. The back-end-of-line
metamaterial array and sub-arrays can be grouped for a variety of THz sub-bands with
respective geometries, and can be actively controlled with the underlying CMOS transistors.
In this work, we demonstrated a CMOS based actively tunable THz metamaterial array
(C-ATTMA) with its source and drain of a metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor
(MOSFET) connected to the metamaterial unit gaps. By electrically controlling the voltage
applied to the transistor gate, the resonant frequency and phase can be adjusted by changing the
equivalent circuit performance of the C-ATTMA. As the applied voltage increased from 0 V to
1.8 V, the resonance peak was red shifted by 35 GHz. The phase transition was also realized by
electrically controlling the THz metamaterials. Our C-ATTMA may provide a new approach to
realize active THz modulator for multi-band THz wireless communications, sensing and
imaging applications, as well as active phase shift devices for THz beam-forming and beamsteering applications.

Methods
Device Design and Fabrication
The schematic diagram of the C-ATTMA is illustrated in Fig. 1. The whole system is divided
into multiple regions, as shown in the top left inset of this layout. Different regions with
different parameters enable to the feasibility of expanding modulation bandwidth. Here, the
effect of one region is assessed in detail, and the principle of the remaining regions is equivalent.
The spilt ring resonator (SRR) array was fabricated on the high resistance silicon based on the
CMOS process, and the operating range was limited to the THz band by strict parameter design.
When the electric field of the plane wave was incident perpendicular to the gap, the LC
resonance response appeared in the transmission spectrum. The inset on the bottom left
illustrates the details of each unit. A transistor was embedded into the SRR by connecting the
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source and drain to the gap of the SRR. A DC control voltage was applied to the gate. When
the transistor was turned off, the entire device exhibited passive metamaterial properties. As the
control voltage increased from 0 V to 1.8 V, the variation of the resonant frequency fx occur
due to the effect of MOSFET.
The idea was achieved in a 180 nm six-layer metal process from Semiconductor
Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC), and the cross section of the process is
exhibited in Fig. 2a. The metamaterial array was made on the sixth layer of metals, which was
connected to the bottom transistor by applying vias from top metal to the bottom silicon. The
transistor was fabricated by heavily doping two high-concentration n-zone on a p-type silicon
substrate. The metamaterial contained a 23×23 periodic array of closely placed SRRs. The
scanning electron microscope image of one unit with the size of 100 μm×100 μm is exhibited
in Fig. 2b. The control principle of the metamaterial array is depicted in Fig. 2c. The whole
system was supported by an external voltage Vcc of 3.3V. A control voltage Vcontrol was applied
to all of the transistors by connecting the gates to the external electrode. The whole metamaterial
array can reach an area of 2.35 mm×2.35 mm. In order to apply the control voltage effectively,
it is necessary to package the device. In this case, the electrode was bonding to the printed
circuit board (model: FR-4) with gold wire. The surface of the printed circuit board was applied
by a gold deposition process to ensure the success of the bonding and the silica gel (LOCTITE
ABLESTIK 2025D) was covered to protect the gold wire, as shown in Fig. 2d.
Regulation Theoretical Analysis
The schematic diagram of a transistor embedding into the SRR is drew in Fig. 3a. The finite
element analysis software integration package CST Microwave Studio was employed to
simulate the THz wave. When THz electromagnetic waves illuminated onto SRR surface, it
caused a small, high-frequency current in the loop. Fig. 3a depicts a complete circulating current,
which proves that the SRR was operating in the LC resonant state at this frequency. The
equivalent circuit model of the SRR embedded transistor [37] is given in the inset of Fig. 3b,
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on which the accurate circuit parameters and relevant mathematical relations are determined.
The intrinsic resistance and equivalent inductance of the SRR loop can be expressed as Rm and
Lm, respectively. Loop resistance Rm can be calculated by the size of SRRs and aluminum
resistivity. The equivalent inductance Lm can be obtained by Equation (1) [41].

Lm =

 0 0 

 8 0 
2.3log 10 
 − 2.85 ，

5 
 5d 


(1)

where λ0 can be obtained by the dimension of SRRs,  0 = 80 μm 10 , and the final equivalent
inductance Lm is ~2×10-9 H. When the current passed through the gap, it would flow between
source and drain in the transistor. The transistor can be seen as a parallel combination of total
drain-to-source capacitance (Cds) and equivalent resistance (Rt) between source and drain. In
the transistors, Cds can be calculated from the known structural capacitance of the transistor
[37] as shown in Equation (2), and would not be significantly varied when Vgs was adjusted.
Cds = Cdb +

CgdCgs
，
Cgd + Cgs

(2)

For the Cgs and Cgd were negligible, Cdb described the equivalent capacitance of MOSFET,
which is ~10-16 F. Rt is a variable resistor in the gap, which is originated from the equivalent
channel resistance between the source and drain that varies dynamically with gate voltage
Vcontrol. As the Vcontrol increased, the equivalent resistance Rt was decreased. When the Vcontrol
reached 1.8 V, the equivalent resistance was minimum. For the equivalent impedance of Ct
( ( jCt ) ) in the THz range was close to Rt, either one of them was not negligible in the
-1

calculation. On the other hand, since the RF current was a small AC current, the AC voltage vds
was so small that the conducting channel could not become "pinched-off". Based on the above
conditions, the construction of equivalent circuit was considered to be believable.
Based on the constructed equivalent circuit model, the resonant frequency was firstly
analyzed. As Rt changes dynamically with the Vcontrol, the resonant frequency would also change
accordingly. Through the circuit model and known parameters, the resonant frequency ω0 of
6

LC resonance system can be available from the basic definition of circuit resonance. Firstly,
the total impedance Z of the circuit can be obtained easily by the circuit model in Equation (3).
From this Equation, the resonance frequency expression was obtained under the condition that
the imaginary part of Z was zero as shown in Equation (4).

Z = Rm + j Lm +

0 =

Rt
，
1 + jCtRt

1
1
- 2 2，
CtLm Ct Rt

(3)

(4)

The curve of resonance frequency f0 with resistance Rt was obtained from the equation (4),
as shown in Fig. 3b, we find that when Rt exceeds 30 kΩ, the slope is nearly flat. It is known
that when the channel reaches its maximum width, the minimum Rt can be achieved close to
several thousand ohms. Here, we took Rt from 5 kΩ to 40 kΩ to explore. The quality factor of
the loop is defined as the ratio of energy stored to energy consumed. The inductance Lm stores
the magnetic energy in the resonant frequency, and the impedance Rm describes the resistance
of SRR. In fact, capacitance and inductance store the same energy in resonance, the expression
can be further simplified according to this principle in Equation (5). On the other hand, due to
the use of M6 metal layer to manufacture SRR structure, the material is aluminum with low
resistivity. In the case of micron-level metamaterial structure, the resistance value of Rm was
still negligible compared with the transistor resistance Rt, even the transistor was in the
conduction state.

1
1
2
2
ILm Lm + VCt Ct  0 Lm ( 0CtRt )2 + 1
4
Q = 0 4
=
，
1
1 2
2
R
t
IRm Rm + IRt Rt
2
2

(5)

The ability to achieve negative permeability was considered an important property of SRRs.
When LC resonance occurs, the permeability can be negative. Here, the expression of the
permeability changing with resonance frequency is given in Equation (6) [37].
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F 2
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0 - +
Q
2
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，

2

(6)

 0 Aloop 2
，
VcellLloop

F is the geometric factor of the unit cell, A is the area contained in the SRR ring, and V is the
volume of the cell. Here, the Rt values in the range of 5 kΩ to 30 kΩ were taken, and the
corresponding permeability was calculated. The curves of the real and imaginary parts of the
permeability varying with resistance were obtained indirectly in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b. It was
found that the permeability varied with the resistance in a strict rule. Then the transmission
coefficient can be further calculated in Equation (7) according to the above parameters [42].


i
1

T -1 = cos ( nkd ) -  z +  sin(nkd )  eikd
2
z



(7)

where n is the refractive index ( n =  r r ), z is the impedance ( z =  r  r ), and the dielectric
constant of LC resonance is a positive number assumed to be 1, d is the length of each cell, and

k =  / c is the wavenumber of the incident wave. The variation of the calculated transmission
parameters with the transistor resistance Rt is plotted in Fig. 4c, as the resistance increases, the
resonant frequency produces a blue shift.

Results and Discussion
The THz experiments were performed in a home-built THz time-domain spectrometer driven
by a commercial Ti: sapphire laser oscillator. The center wavelength of the femtosecond laser
pulses was 800 nm, the pulse duration was 70 fs, and the repetition frequency was 80 MHz. By
dividing the laser beam into two beams, 90% of the energy was used to excite the GaAs
photoconductive antenna with a 50 μm gap (Z-omega), and the maximum pumping effect
focused on the transmitter was ~ 3 μJ / cm2. The residual energy was used to detect THz signals
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in a ZnTe detector with a thickness of 1 mm. All the measurements were carried out under dry
nitrogen gas environment to eliminate the fluence from water vapor.
Firstly, to describe the effect of 180 nm CMOS process on the metamaterial, a single-layer
SRRs array without embedded transistor was designed as a control sample. In order to study its
transmission performance, plane THz waves with an electric field perpendicular to the gap was
applied. Fig. 5a illustrates the experimental and simulation results of the single-layer SRRs. It
is found that LC resonance and plasmon resonance were generated ~0.3 THz and 0.9 THz,
manifesting that the THz metamaterials were successfully realized by using CMOS process.
Fig. 5b exhibits the experimental and simulation results of a double-layer SRR structure, which
adopted the same structure parameters as that from the single-layer SRRs. The two openings
above were staggered and connected by a via, which is extremely difficult when just using the
lithography and evaporation procedures. The device had no transistors. The experimental and
simulation results showed that the LC resonance strength in double layer ring structures is
obviously weakened. It is speculated that the interaction between the two layers at this time
affects the LC resonance effect of metamaterials.
Then the SRR array embedded with transistors was repeatedly tested to obtain the
frequency domain waveform affected by different voltage. Fig. 6a depicts the test results with
varying resonance frequencies from 0.25 THz to 0.36 THz when applied various control voltage
Vcontrol. Unfortunately, there was no significant LC resonance in the expected range, for the
external conditions such as the effects of the printed circuit board and the silica gel may have
interfered with the results. To verify this speculation, bare sample without packaging was tested,
and the results are shown in the inset of Fig. 6a. The apparent LC resonance was obtained at
0.32 THz. In order to reflect the effect of applied Vcontrol on the experimental results, the
measured data under different Vcontrol was normalized, which is plotted in Fig. 6b. The data were
obtained from dividing the experimental results with different Vcontrol values by the result from
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0 V, respectively. It is found that the waveform changes significantly with the Vcontrol, indicating
the reliability of this measurement.
To intuitively extract the electrically induced modulation phenomenon, an equivalent
transformation was introduced. The measured data of the unpackaged bare chip in the inset of
Fig. 6a can be considered as the result for 0 V applied Vcontrol. Fig. 6c is the processed results
obtained by multiplying the test data of the unpackaged bare chip with the normalized value of
Fig. 6b. The resonance frequency variation was obtained by multiplying the two signals
together to amplify the modulation trend. This method overcomes the influence of packaging
interference and the final signal shows an obvious red shift along with the gradual increasing
of the applied voltages. Fig. 6d illustrates the relative frequency variation as a function of the
external applied voltages, further visually corroborating the red shift phenomenon. When the
Vcontrol exceeded 0.6 V, the redshift trend was found to be slowed down. This behavior can be
attributed to the intrinsic characteristics of channel resistances under gate voltages. Since the
Vcontrol was ultimately applied to the gate, the increase of voltage meant the decrease of Rt. When
the Vcontrol was below the threshold voltage Vt, the transistor was working in the cut-off region,
and the resistance dropped rapidly with the increase of the voltage. However, when the applied
voltage exceeded the Vt, the conductive channel was almost formed. In this case, the transistor
was working in the linear region, and the resistance no longer promptly decreased with the
increase of the voltage. As a consequence, our experimental results have already been
quantitatively reproduced by the calculated results.
For the effect of gate voltage on phase variation, it was also comprehensively evaluated,
and the phase difference from 0.25 THz to 0.36 THz is plotted in Fig. 6e. Obviously seen from
this figure, the phase differences are varied for different voltages. The summarized results are
exhibited in Fig. 6f. It can be found that the phase difference decreased with the increase of the
applied voltage, and the maximum absolute phase difference reached up to 3°. Although the
phase tunability was weak in this principle verification experiments, our preliminary results
10

open the door of CMOS compatible electrically controlled phase devices and systems. We
believe that with more delicate design and manufacturing, the future phase sensitive THz
metamaterials regulated by electricity can be fabricated soon, and will play an important role
in large-scale applications.

Conclusion
In summary, CMOS based actively tunable THz metamaterial arrays (C-ATTMA) with split
ring resonators (SRRs) have been successfully demonstrated, which performed as a tunable
device at 0.3 THz. The experimental results show that the resonance frequency can be redshifted
by 35 GHz and the phase can be engineered along with the increase of the applied bias voltage
from 0 V to 1.8 V. The preliminary experimental results can be well interpreted by equivalent
circuit model. We believe that the CMOS technology has great potential in making controllable
THz metamaterials, which can be easily applied at frequencies above 200 GHz through scaling
in size. This work can be further extended to the programmable and encrypted intelligent THz
metamaterials, enabled by proposed electrically active THz units. The C-ATTMA pave the way
to a range of applications in the imaging, sensing and wireless communications field.
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Fig. 1 Working principle of the CMOS compatible THz metamaterials. THz waves illuminate
onto the upper side of the electronically controlled metamaterial cell, and the transmitted
amplitudes and phases are modulated by the applied voltage signals. Cell arrays can be
employed to realize more advanced electromagnetic wave regulation such as spatial light
modulation, beamforming and beam steering devices, et cetera.
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the C-ATTMA fabrication and its photo. a) cross-sectional
diagram of a single unit, in which M6 metal was used for the metamaterial structure, and M1
metal was used to control the line layout. b) The scanning electron microscopy image of one
unit. The structural parameters are as follows. Unit period: 100 μm. Square dimension: 80 μm.
Gap width: 10 μm. Line width: 8 μm. Al thickness: ~200 nm. c) Layout and wiring diagram of
the C-ATTMA. d) Physical diagram of the device packaging and external circuit. The electrode
was bonding to the printed circuit board with gold wire, and the surface was covered with silica
gel to protect the gold wire.
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Fig. 3 Finite element simulation and numerical calculation based on LC equivalent model. a)
The current flow of the SRRs at LC resonance frequency. b) The equivalent circuit model and
the LC resonance frequency as a function of the SRR unit gap resistance.
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Fig. 4 The predicted C-ATTMA modulation performance under the calculated equivalent. a)
Re{μr}, b) Im{μr} and c) transmittance of the metamaterials by changing the Rt.
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Fig. 5 Verification of CMOS enabled THz metamaterials. Simulation and experimental results
for a) single-layer and b) double-layer open SRRs without MOSFET. Obvious resonances were
probed, manifesting the feasibility of CMOS compatible THz metamaterials.
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Fig. 6 Experimental results for the electrically engineered C-ATTMA device. a) Transmitted
THz amplitude spectra of SRRs embedded with MOSFET with different applied voltages. b)
The amplitude spectrum ratio for signals under different voltages divided by that from 0 V. c)
The extracted LC resonant amplitude spectra of different voltage. d) The corresponding
resonant frequency as a function of the applied voltages. e) Phase tunability depends on the
applied voltages, while f) the summarized phase difference variation trend.
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